Exit to the Orange Ave sidewalk, then:

**Gold Route (approx. 1.2 miles)**
- Turn left, then at RH Dana Pl turn left again & go west on the sidewalk
- At the third crosswalk (Isabella Ave), turn right & follow the sidewalk
- At Flora Ave, turn right & go south on the sidewalk
- Cross RH Dana Pl (use crosswalk); turn left & return to the hotel

**Red Route (approx. 5.8 miles)**
- Turn right, then at the first crosswalk turn left & use the crosswalks to reach the bayside path
- Turn left & follow the path to its end (past the tennis courts)
- Cross Glorietta Blvd (use crosswalk) then turn right & follow the sidewalk
- At 5th St, cross Glorietta Blvd (crosswalk) then turn left & follow the paved path along the golf course perimeter, under the bridge then along the water
- At the Ferry Landing Pier turn around & retrace your steps to the hotel

**Orange Route (approx. 5.2 miles)**
- Follow the Red Route’s first bullet step above
- Turn right on the bike path & follow it south
- At the long parking lot (Fiddler’s Cove Marina) turn around & retrace your steps to the hotel

Scan the QR codes to hear turn-by-turn voice directions throughout your route (Follow prompts to download/view RunGo App)

Disclaimer: The hotel and creators of this map in no way guarantee the safety or condition of the identified routes, nor accept any responsibility for any person who chooses to jog/walk. You are jogging/walking at your own risk. Please use common sense for your own safety and observe all rules and posted signs and warnings, including traffic signals. Be aware of your surroundings at all times.